
Madam's 4411 

 

  Chapter 4411 I know this kid won't go with her 

 

   Fucking fast this time. 

 

  The hot search topic about Qiao Ruoqing has been removed. 

 

But removing the hot search does not mean that no one discusses it. In fact, it is because of Zhang 

Yang's strong removal of the hot search this time that Qiao Ruoqing's fans are more and more sure that 

her sister is suppressed by unscrupulous companies and girls who beat people in the video. . 

 

  They started attacking Yaoxing Entertainment's account like crazy, and posted videos of Qiao 

Ruoqing's smashed car everywhere on the forum. 

 

   Moreover, these fans only intercepted clips of Qiao Nian smashing cars and beating people, never 

mentioning the fact that his sister almost ran into someone in the underground garage and then 

escaped. 

 

   After coming and going, some passers-by were really led by them, thinking that Qiao Nian was too 

domineering and bullying too much. 

 

  … 

 

  South Luogu Lane. 

 

  Master Ye and his party just finished their meal. 

 

   It was almost half past nine in the evening. 

 



  Ye Wangchuan looked at the time, and reminded the old man who was sitting there chatting with 

Qiao Nian: "Grandpa, it's time for you to go to bed, do you want to go back early to rest?" 

 

  Old man Ye was talking happily, when he heard the words, he gave him a hard look, and cursed: 

"Stinky boy!" 

 

   But Ye Maoshan's body is very honest and showing fatigue. After all, an elderly person, even if he 

exercises at an old age, he is not as good as a young person who can stay up late. 

 

  Ye Maoshan didn't try his best, and said to the girl with a gentle expression: "Then Niannian, we 

have agreed to go to the Forbidden City the day after tomorrow, and I will be your guide." 

 

"kindness." 

 

  Qiao Nian responded very politely. 

 

  Ye Maoshan achieved his goal, grinning from ear to ear, and said well, then got up and said to the 

others: "Then we're about to break up." 

 

  Ye Lan got up to support him, and glanced at the little ancestor who was obediently sitting next to 

Qiao Nian and ate by himself without asking anyone to serve him all night. 

 

   "Will Chenchen come with us?" 

 

  Ye Qichen looked at her warily like a kitten, his big eyes flickering, as if he didn't want to go with 

him. 

 

  Ye Lan knew this would happen, and didn't have to ask for an answer, so she turned her head and 

said to the girl with apologetic expression: "Nian Nian, why don't you help me take care of him for a few 

more days?" 

 



   "I have an international contract to discuss these days, most of which have to fly back and forth, 

and may not have time to accompany him at home. He likes you again..." 

 

   Qiao Nian glanced at the little guy, and readily agreed: "Okay." 

 

  Ye Lan also smiled, and never mentioned the gauze wrapped around Ye Qichen's feet that he saw 

today, nor asked about the little guy's lame leg. 

 

  She supported the old man at home, and said to her nephew: "You, a little uncle, still need to help 

take care of Chenchen." 

 

   "Okay, I understand." Ye Wangchuan was still very respectful to her, and had no intention of 

disobedience. 

 

  Ye Lan is not easy to preach, nodded, supported the old man, went out with the old housekeeper 

first, and got into the car on the side of the road. 

 

   A group of people go first. 

 

   Qiao Nian, Ye Wangchuan and the others stayed behind. After Ye Maoshan and the others left, 

they also got up and prepared to go home. Qiao Nian even held Ye Qichen's little hand, and asked him 

softly with lowered eyes: "Can I go?" 

 

  Ye Qichen immediately nodded heavily: "Yes!" 

 

   Qiao Nian looked at him with trusting eyes, and couldn't help but soften his heart, and slowed 

down to accompany him out of the courtyard. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan drove the car in front of them, and when Qiao Nian led Ye Qichen out, he helped 

open the car door. 

 

  Ye Qichen must sit in the back row. 



 

   It was rare for Qiao Nian not to go to the co-driver today, but accompanied the little guy to the 

back row, and closed the door behind him. 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4412 Sister Nian: You removed the hot search? 

 

  Ye Wangchuan looked at the closed car door in front of him, touched the bridge of his nose, 

lowered his head and gave a chuckle, and then went to the front to be a 'driver' for them. 

 

  On the way, Qiao Nian leaned on the back of the chair and took out her phone, only to see Ye Lan 

send her a message. 

 

   "Nian Nian, I saw the news on the Internet, do you need our help?" 

 

   Online? 

 

   Qiao Nian just remembered surfing the Internet. 

 

  She exited without haste, opened Weibo, and saw the private message reminder and Aite reminder 

on the upper right of her that was about to explode. 

 

   Qiao Nianrao was already used to it, but he couldn't help but rubbed the space between his brows, 

and clicked in to take a look. 

 

  Private message 99+. 

 

  Aite is also 99+. 

 



   Qiao Nian read the private message. 

 

  As soon as I entered, a recent private message popped up. 

 

   It seems to be a certain student of Qing University. 

 

  【Cai Cai is a vegetable bug: Sister, have you watched the video sent by Qiao Ruoqing's fans? Is that 

you in there? They scolded so badly, and even blamed you on your head. Why don't you look at the 

trending searches? 】 

 

  The girl also sent a video. 

 

   Qiao Nian clicked on it and saw the video of her smashing the car yesterday, and the video of her 

beating someone... The video was not fake, it was edited maliciously. 

 

  For example, there is no clip of why Qiao Ruoqing was beaten in these videos. 

 

  Qiao Nian finished watching it calmly, and then checked the trending searches. 

 

   The hot search list was clean, and there was no content about her and Qiao Ruoqing. 

 

   "Hmm." Qiao Nian was a little strange, raised his eyes, and looked at the man driving through the 

front rearview mirror: "You removed Weibo trending searches?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan understood what she was saying in seconds: "Tsk, it has nothing to do with me, it 

was Zhang Yang who removed it. He's still pretty good." 

 

  Zhang Yang responded very quickly this time. 

 

   Actually during the hours of eating. 



 

   Not only Ye Lan, someone reminded me that I saw the trending search. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan also saw hot searches. 

 

   It's just that the two of them had a tacit understanding and didn't mention it during the meal, for 

fear of spoiling the interest of Old Master Ye and Qiao Nian. 

 

  So during dinner time, only Qiao Nian and Mr. Ye didn't know about it. 

 

   Zhang Yang removed the trending search in just two hours, he was vigilant, and he did it neatly 

without dragging his feet. 

 

   Otherwise, even if he didn't go to Zhang Yang, with Ye Lan's defensive personality, he would 

definitely go to their family to ask them clearly. 

 

   "Huh?" Qiao Nian frowned lightly, doubts flashed across her black eyes: "This is about Zhang Yang... 

oh, I remembered." 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing is an artist signed by Zhang Yang's family. 

 

  After Qiao Nian realized it, he was inevitably a little speechless: "Why is there him everywhere?" 

 

   "Pfft." 

 

  While driving in front, Ye Wangchuan said casually: "His family has a big business, and has a hand in 

all kinds of industries, so you can meet his family everywhere." 

 

  He said so. 

 



  The Zhang family does have a wide range of businesses. 

 

  The entertainment industry, real estate, catering, export trade, etc., Zhang Yang's family has a 

strategy. 

 

  But in the Zhang family in Beijing, this is not decent. 

 

   At least not advanced. 

 

   Both the Ye family and the Qin family have relatives who are doing business, and Ye Lan is mainly 

responsible for managing the business at home. 

 

  Whether it's the Ye family or Qin Si's family, or Bao Jingxing's family, Wen's family, etc., all 

prominent families in Beijing have never been involved in the entertainment industry or catering 

business. 

 

  Zhang Yang’s family has a business in the entertainment industry, which can be seen. Their family’s 

status in Beijing was not high before, and they can only be regarded as ordinary. 

 

  Otherwise, I wouldn't get involved in this kind of dirty business. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan said this to Qiao Nian with a bit of sarcasm, which shows that he is very dissatisfied 

with the Zhang family this time. 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4413 I am too stupid 

 

   "You don't need to look at the words on the hot search, Zhang Yang is a smart man, he knows how 

to clean up. The main thing is how you plan to deal with this matter." 

 



  Qiao Nian rested his chin on one hand, thought about it seriously, and looked down at the little boy 

sitting next to him who was honestly playing with his mobile phone. 

 

   "Chenchen, what do you want to do with those people?" 

 

  Ye Qichen first raised his small face in confusion, met Qiao Nian's dark eyes, and soon realized that 

his sister was asking him a question. 

 

  He is much precocious than children of the same age, and it is not an exaggeration to say that he is 

a genius. He was born in the Ye family, and his parents have a complicated relationship. 

 

  So in addition to being smart, he has understood some twists and turns between adults since he 

was a child, and he has a very high emotional intelligence. 

 

  He thought about it for a while, and then asked Qiao Nian: "Is that person a relative of my sister?" 

 

  He himself read the news online. 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing's fans said something ugly on the Internet. 

 

  With his character, he will definitely not let those people go. 

 

  But if that person is a relative of his sister, Ye Qichen thinks he can ignore it. 

 

"no." 

 

   Qiao Nian gave an affirmative answer. 

 

   "She is just someone I knew before, not a relative, nor a friend, but... an acquaintance?" 

 



"ah." 

 

  Ye Qichen nodded, seeming to understand, probably understanding what Qiao Nian meant. 

 

   "Then follow the rules." 

 

  He didn't particularly understand what Qiao Ruoqing should do according to the law. 

 

  Ye Qichen picked up what Old Master Ye often said, and said to Qiao seriously: "Grandfather said, 

we don't bully others, and we don't let others bully us." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan couldn't help teasing him in front of him: "If the old man knows that you still 

remember what he said, you will be so happy that you won't be able to sleep tonight." 

 

  Ye Qichen turned a deaf ear and pretended not to hear. 

 

  Anyway, the little uncle is so annoying, he likes to destroy his image in front of his sister. 

 

  He is a big man, so jealous! 

 

   After listening to his words, Qiao Nian fell into deep thought. 

 

   After a while, she thoughtfully said to Ye Qichen, "Okay, I understand." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan held the reverse wheel with one hand, looked at her through the rearview mirror, 

seemed to know Qiao Nian's plan, and said softly, "Do you want me to come forward?" 

 

"Need not." 

 

  The girl had already sat back and rested with her eyes closed. 



 

  Ye Wangchuan turned off the lights on the car, slowed down the speed, and drove the car more 

smoothly, so that Qiao Nian who was behind could squint for a while. 

 

  … 

 

  The next day. 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing hasn't slept well since she went back last night. She stayed up until midnight before 

she couldn't bear it and managed to fall asleep. 

 

  In her dreams, she repeatedly replayed the events of the past few days. In the dream, Qiao Nian 

wanted to settle accounts with her, ruining her reputation. 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing woke up from the nightmare early in the morning, walked out of the room with panda 

eyes on her face, and wanted to go outside to get a glass of water. 

 

  I saw Shi Shiran sitting in the living room of her house, Eisley. 

 

"morning." 

 

  Eisley raised his eyelids, crossed his legs and greeted her, and then continued to eat the breakfast in 

front of him. 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing saw that she had eggs, pasta and a cup of steaming coffee for breakfast, she stared 

straight at her, and didn't come back to her senses for a long time. 

 

  Eisley noticed her gaze, put down the half-eaten fried egg in his hand, picked up the cup and took a 

sip of coffee: "I only made my own portion, if you want to eat, make it yourself." 

 

   "..." 



 

  Qiao Ruoqing's expression turned ugly immediately. 

 

  Her eyes were full of disbelief, not because she was angry that Aisley only made breakfast for 

herself, but because she couldn't figure out why Aisley was so leisurely at her home, as if she was at her 

own home. 

 

   is more natural than her master. 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4414 This is not your house 

 

  Eisley has been an agent for many years, and he has cultivated a pair of venomous eyes. He saw 

through Qiao Ruoqing's mind at a glance, and said with a smile: "You won't be unhappy because I used 

your kitchen and tableware, will you?" 

 

"No." 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing said no, her tone was stiff, and her face was not in a good mood. 

 

  Aisley put down the coffee cup, looked at her and smiled: "You seem to have made a mistake." 

 

   "You didn't buy this house, but the company leased it to you. Strictly speaking, this is neither your 

home nor your house." 

 

   "I don't need your permission to use the kitchen and the things in the kitchen. Of course, I should 

ask you out of politeness." 

 

  The implication. 

 



  Even if she didn't ask, it wasn't so wrong. 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing's complexion became more and more embarrassing with each of her heart-piercing 

words, turning blue and white at times. 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing stood there pinching her nails, looking at Aisli's proud face, but she was too aggrieved 

to refute. 

 

  House prices in Beijing are sky-high. 

 

  She has earned a lot of money in Yaoxing Entertainment for more than a year, more than enough to 

buy a house around the city. 

 

   But that amount of money is not enough to pay a down payment in the high-end community where 

she lives now, let alone buy this kind of duplex house... 

 

   It was the residence she asked the company to arrange at the beginning. 

 

  The furniture at home and the food and drinks in the refrigerator are all bought by the company. 

 

  At that time, she only thought that this was the treatment that a big star should have. 

 

   Now that she saw Aisley treating this place as her own home, Qiao Ruoqing regretted that she 

didn't pay for it by herself. 

 

   "You don't have to stare at me with those cannibalistic eyes, you won't be here soon." Eisley wrote 

lightly. 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing's face, which was extremely difficult to see, completely darkened, she immediately 

shook her head, rushed back to her room without looking back, and slammed the door shut. 

 



   Before she could go back to the dressing table and sit down, she heard another knock on the door. 

 

   "Knock knock." 

 

   Immediately afterwards, there was the haunting sound of Aisley. 

 

   "Xiao Zhang always makes me stare at you. Don't hide in the room and surf the Internet and talk 

nonsense... It doesn't matter if you are looking for death, don't pull me." 

 

   "..." 

 

  Every word Qiao Ruoqing listened to, she couldn't help but her blood surged up, straight to the top 

of the sky. The pain, aggrieved, wanting to scream, and the depression with nowhere to vent was driving 

her crazy. 

 

  She sat back on the side of the bed, took a deep breath, grabbed the mobile phone charged by the 

bedside, thought twice and did not dare to deliberately confront Aisley for revenge. 

 

  She dug out the phone number around the city. 

 

  Called Mother Qiao. 

 

   Just yesterday, Mother Qiao also contacted her when she saw the trending search. 

 

   "Yao Yao." 

 

   Once the phone is connected. 

 

  Mother Qiao immediately asked anxiously, "Why didn't you answer the phone. Yesterday, your dad 

and I called you dozens of times, but you didn't answer. We were so anxious that we were discussing 

how to buy a ticket to go to Beijing to find you." 



 

   "I'm fine." Qiao Ruoqing said coldly. 

 

  Mother Qiao didn't notice the impatience in her tone: "Is it really all right? I read online that you cut 

your wrists... Mom was scared to death." 

 

   "It's really fine." Qiao Ruoqing didn't give her a chance to continue asking: "Mom, can you contact 

Qiao Nian." 

 

   "What are you doing contacting her?" Mother Qiao said in a disdainful tone, and then she seemed 

to remember something: "Yaoyao, are you in trouble?" 

 

   "What can I do." Qiao Ruoqing didn't want to mention the bad things during this period, so she said 

vaguely. 

 

  Mother Qiao had seen the news on the Internet anyway, and she didn't really believe what her 

daughter said was fine. She guessed something in her heart, and also guessed why her daughter kept 

asking herself to contact Qiao Nian. 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4415 also said that sister Nian is a white-eyed wolf 

 

  She wondered: "You know that our family has never had a good relationship with that person. She 

doesn't even respect your uncle and aunt, let alone me as an elder." 

 

   "I can contact her, but I don't know if she will sell my face..." 

 

  If it were someone else, Qiao's mother would still be able to overwhelm her with her status as an 

elder. 

 



  The other party really doesn't give face, and she can use the method of moral kidnapping to force 

the other party to help. 

 

  But Qiao Nian... 

 

  The seven aunts and eight aunts of the Qiao family are not afraid of this evil spirit. 

 

  Qiao Nian has been prosperous in Beijing for so long, and he has never seen these poor relatives 

around the city running up to make connections. 

 

   Is it because they don't want to have a relationship? 

 

   Mother Qiao knew it well. 

 

  No one dared to look for Qiao Nian. Firstly, they had ghosts in their hearts. They all knew that Qiao 

Nian and their family could only be regarded as pseudo-relatives, and they had no blood relationship. 

 

  Secondly, everyone has a guilty conscience. When Qiao Weimin prospered, the elders acted 

accordingly and treated Qiao Nian badly. 

 

  After repeated visits, everyone was ashamed to contact Qiao Nian, because they were also afraid 

that they would come to him, and they would have no face to answer when someone brought up old 

accounts. 

 

"You know that she has never recognized her relatives since she was a child, and she has that dead face 

to everyone. She is not friendly and indifferent. Although we treated her badly at the beginning, it was 

purely because of her own personality, but I can't help people not thinking that way! Now She's 

developed, and if I go to find her again, she's not sure what she will think." 

 

  Mother Qiao was still unwilling to contact Qiao Nian after all. 

 

  But she has backbone. 



 

  Qiao Ruoqing couldn't wait anymore. 

 

   "You should help me." 

 

   "Are you really causing trouble?" Mother Qiao was keenly aware. 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing couldn't hide it anymore, so she had to tell her the ins and outs of the incident. As for 

Ye Qichen, she only said that the light in the underground garage was not good, and she didn't see the 

child who was almost hit by her... 

 

   There is no such reason. 

 

   Qiao Nian's subsequent behavior was undoubtedly too aggressive. 

 

  Mother Qiao was so angry: "Her! Why does she bully you like this? Your company doesn't care?" 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing didn't dare to tell her that she was able to sign a contract with a big company and was 

highly praised because she lied and had a good relationship with Qiao Nian. 

 

   Only vaguely said: "If someone finds a good boyfriend, the company won't offend her boyfriend for 

me." 

 

   She said so. 

 

   How could Mother Qiao not be even more angry. 

 

"hehe!" 

 

   "No wonder your aunt called her an unfamiliar white-eyed wolf!" 



 

   "Mom, don't say that later, we still have to ask her..." Qiao Ruoqing said quickly. 

 

"I know." 

 

  Mother Qiao is angry, but she is not a fool. 

 

   "Don't worry, I'll call her right away. If it doesn't work, I'll come to Beijing with your dad. I still don't 

believe it." 

 

"Um." 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing didn't have a better way at the moment, so she agreed with Qiao's mother's way. 

 

  Wait for her to hang up. 

 

   There was another knock on the door. 

 

   "I heard you talking inside? Who are you calling. Qiao Ruoqing, don't blame me for not warning 

you, don't make trouble again." 

 

  Listening to her merciless scolding, Qiao Ruoqing felt as uncomfortable as a cat scratching her heart. 

 

   She thinks about her previous scenery again, and it becomes more and more difficult to bear. 

 

  At this moment, she remembered a person she met at a fashion event before, and quickly dug out 

the WeChat that she had added at that time, and sent a message to the other party about the edited 

content. 

 



  【Sunny day: Young Master Cai, I heard you said that you met my cousin's boyfriend before, where 

did you meet him? 】 

 

  The people over there have been studying abroad all year round, and they probably don’t know 

anything about domestic affairs. 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4416 Aunt Ye didn’t mention it 

 

  【cai: Why are you asking this? 】 

 

  【cai: Guanlan. 】 

 

  [cai: Young Master Ye and Young Master Qin like to go there to play, and I can meet them 

occasionally. 】 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing seemed to be grabbing at straws. 

 

  【Sunny day: Thank you Young Master Cai. 】 

 

  The person on the other end still hasn't realized why Qiao Ruoqing asked her about this. 

 

  【cai: You can just ask your cousin, don’t you have a good relationship? Qin Shao listened to her 

very much. 】 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing saw the last WeChat message sent to her by the other party. She couldn't recover for 

a long time, bit her lips hard, and began to fantasize. 

 

  Even if her mother begged Qiao Nian, Qiao Nian might not let her go. 



 

  Then if she can draw the bottom line. 

 

   Robbed Qiao Nian's rich and powerful boyfriend. 

 

   At that time, the person who is so beautiful in Beijing will be her? 

 

  Why does she need to look at Qiao Nian's face everywhere as she does now. 

 

   Once this idea came out, it formed a terrible execution in the mind. 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing swept away the decadence of the past few days, and her energy returned. 

 

  * 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't know that someone missed her boyfriend. 

 

  When she woke up in the morning, she was dragged by Ye Qichen to play racing games. 

 

  She played with the little guy until almost noon, when she received a call from Yuan Yongqin: "Okay, 

I'll come out right away." 

 

  Qiao Nian put down the phone, glanced at the game of Quick Breakthrough, and asked the little 

guy: "Chenchen, do you want to go with me to meet an aunt at noon?" 

 

  Ye Qichen is a game fan. 

 

  If he is in the old house, if someone calls him while he is playing games, he will keep it as if he 

cannot hear you. 

 



  But when Qiao Nian asked him, he immediately put down the handle: "Yes." 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't want to leave him, so she patted him on the shoulder and said to him, "Go and 

change." 

 

"good." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan has Ye Qichen's clothes here, which were sent by Ye Lan. 

 

  Ye Qichen is very capable of self-care. 

 

  He didn't need Qiao Nian's help, so he went back to his room to find clothes. 

 

  Qiao Nian also took advantage of this time to send text messages to Yuan Yongqin, telling her that 

he would leave in half an hour and would bring Ye Qichen along. 

 

   Ask her to order some dishes that children like to eat and have a relatively light taste. 

 

  Yuan Yongqin heard that Ye Qichen was coming, so he called Qiao Nian again. 

 

   "You brought the little ancestor of the Ye family with you? Old Ye..." 

 

   "Grandpa Ye agrees." 

 

   "That's fine." 

 

  Yuan Yongqin felt relieved. 

 

   "By the way, you asked me about the lawyer, maybe because of the news about the underground 

garage, you were accompanied by the little ancestor of the Ye family..." 



 

  Yuan Yongqin contacted up and down, and suddenly his eyes went dark: "The kid who was almost 

hit in the underground garage is Chenchen?!" 

 

  Which **** is so courageous? 

 

  The only baby pimple in the fourth generation of the Ye family, Mr. Ye can't wait for the baby to get 

in his eyes. 

 

  Ye Qichen is called a gold medal in the Ye family. 

 

   Otherwise, she wouldn't have blurted out that it was the young ancestor of the Ye family. 

 

   "Elder Ye won't be angry with you, right?" Yuan Yongqin realized it later, and couldn't help feeling 

worried. 

 

   Fortunately, Qiao Nian said, "No, Grandpa didn't even mention it." 

 

   "Aunt Lan actually mentioned it, and said whether they need their help. I asked the little guy, and 

the little guy meant to do whatever he wanted! I thought about it, and then I will go through legal 

procedures." 

 

  Qiao Nian was very calm: "I don't have any familiar lawyers in Beijing, and your company has many 

lawyers, so I asked you to come out and discuss finding a lawyer." 

 

  Yuan Yongqin didn't dare to take this as a trivial matter: "Do you want to send someone in, or just 

teach her a lesson and scare her?" 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4417 Zhang Yang knows that Qiao Ruoqing is missing 



 

  Qiao Nian lowered her eyelashes to hide the coldness in her eyes, and said rather coldly, "Whatever 

the law decides to do." 

 

   "Yes." Yuan Yongqin understood what she meant: "Then we will meet at the coffee shop at ten 

o'clock, and I will call a lawyer over." 

 

"good." 

 

  After Qiao Nian agreed, she looked up and saw Ye Qichen coming out after changing clothes. 

 

"elder sister." 

 

  He grabbed one side of his clothes in embarrassment, the cat brooch on the clothes was very 

conspicuous, full of cute style. 

 

  Qiao Nian also saw the brooch he was wearing that she bought for him, so she smiled and waved to 

him: "Shall we drive there?" 

 

  Ye Qichen followed up sweetly: "Okay." 

 

   Before going out, Qiao Nianlin sent another message to Ye Wangchuan, saying that they were 

going out. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan saw the news when he got up, so he called Qin Si and asked where he was. 

 

  Qin Si happened to be talking to Bao Jingxing about Ye Wangchuan's return, and before everyone 

had organized a meeting together, they received a call from Ye Wangchuan. 

 

  He immediately said: "Why don't we see Guanlan?" 

 



  Ye Wangchuan had something to do with him, so he didn't think too much about it and replied: 

"Well, good." 

 

  * 

 

  Wait for him to drive to the agreed place. 

 

   Zhang Yang and the others arrived first. 

 

  Qin Si is still talking to Zhang Yang. 

 

   "I heard that the artists signed by your family made a fuss about sister Qiao, and even became 

popular searches." 

 

   "I came here today just to explain this matter in front of Mr. Wang. Hey, we were also deceived." 

 

  Qin Si raised his legs: "Oh? Tell me." 

 

  Zhang Yang told how Qiao Ruoqing lied to them, to the point where Qin Si was speechless, and it 

took him a while to say: "This woman is really a liar." 

 

Zhang Yang couldn't tell: "Yes, Ms. Qiao happened to be not in Beijing, and I couldn't find anyone to ask. 

It's impossible to send a message to Ms. Qiao specifically for such a trivial matter. Who knows, except 

for such a small matter? matter…" 

 

"Haha." Qin Si leaned forward and backward with a smile, patted his shoulder with his hand back, 

looked at the helpless Zhang Yang with a smile and said: "Okay! Didn't I call you here together. I will see 

you later. Lord, talk to him again, neither he nor sister Qiao are unreasonable people." 

 

   "Yes, yes." Zhang Yang smiled wryly. 

 



   However, it was between the two talking. 

 

   Zhang Yang's phone rang. 

 

   Ordinarily, Qin Si was still talking to him, but Zhang Yang's EQ would not answer the call. 

 

  But when he saw Aisley on the caller ID, he felt ominous foreboding, so he got up with a sullen face 

and said to Qin Si: "Young Master Qin, I'm going out to take a call." 

 

  Qin Si waved his hand indifferently: "Go." 

 

  Zhang Yang picked up his mobile phone and hurriedly left the private room. 

 

   Wait for him to go out, go to the corridor, find a place and pick it up: "What's the matter." 

 

  Aisley's panicked voice came from the other end. 

 

   "Mr. Zhang, Qiao Ruoqing has disappeared!" 

 

"What?" 

 

   Zhang Yang didn't believe his ears at first, and then asked her angrily. 

 

   "Didn't I tell you to keep an eye on her?!" 

 

  Eisley wanted to cry but had no tears: "I saw that she has been honest since she came back last 

night, so I didn't think about it that much. Who knew she ran out while I was going to the bathroom." 

 

  Zhang Yang didn't have time to argue with her about right and wrong, so he said coldly, "Then 

where is she now?" 



 

"…have no idea." 

 

   Eisley wanted to die. 

 

   "I asked my colleagues in the company, and they said that they didn't see Qiao Ruoqing in the 

company. Her bag and mobile phone are all gone. She must have gone out." 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4418 She came to block the master 

 

   "..." 

 

  Zhang Yang was speechless for a while. 

 

   "Then why are you calling me, why don't you hurry up and find someone!" 

 

"yes." 

 

   Eisley also knew that he had gotten into trouble this time. 

 

  She had made a mistake and was suspended from her job, Mr. Zhang managed to arrange 

something for her, and she messed it up. 

 

  Aisley almost hated Qiao Ruoqing to death. 

 

  She also didn't understand why Qiao Ruoqing wanted to die so hard. 

 



   "I'll check right away." 

 

  Aisley is not stupid, and immediately thought of using video surveillance to find out where Qiao 

Ruoqing went and what she wanted to do after she went out. 

 

  She is a big manager at any rate, and she knows countless people, including friends from all walks of 

life. As long as you give her some time, it is not difficult to find someone. 

 

   "Go." 

 

   Zhang Yang wanted to investigate by himself, but he really couldn't leave right now, so he had to 

leave it to Aisley, who was still worried before hanging up the phone. 

 

   "Send me a message as soon as you find someone." 

 

"yes." 

 

  … 

 

at the same time. 

 

  In the box. 

 

  Qin Si is calling Ye Wangchuan: "Master Wang, you haven't arrived yet?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan was parking the car, holding the phone in one hand and locking the car with the car 

key in the other: "It's parking, come here right away." 

 

   "I just heard Zhang Yang talk about what happened to Sister Qiao recently..." Qin Si was chatting 

with him about family affairs, and waited for him to come over by the way. 



 

at this time. 

 

  He heard a delicate female voice from the other end of the phone: "You are Young Master Ye? 

Hello, I am Qiao Ruoqing." 

 

  Qin Si groaned in his heart, and sat up abruptly: "Master Wang, what's the situation? Why did I hear 

someone talking?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan on the other end has already cut off the phone. 

 

   "Hello?" Qin Si howled a few times, but found that there was no sound. 

 

  He took the phone away and saw that Ye Wangchuan had hung up the phone. After thinking about 

it, he talked to the people in the box, picked up his coat, and went out excitedly. 

 

  He walked to the door and bumped into Zhang Yang who had just returned from answering the 

phone. Zhang Yang was still puzzled: "Young Master Qin, where are you going?" 

 

  Qin Si clasped his shoulders, smiling slyly: "Let's go, watch the excitement with me!" 

 

Zhang Yang:"???" 

 

  Qin Si didn't explain, but simply said: "I just called Lord Wang, and I heard a woman's voice on his 

end. He seemed to be blocked at the door. I'm going to take a video and send it to Sister Qiao~" 

 

  Zhang Yang couldn't laugh or cry: "If Master Wang finds out, he will send you to Continent F." 

 

   "Let's talk about the future. I live in the present!" Qin Si said with full confidence, but in fact it was 

still very empty. 

 



  Zhang Yang had no choice but to give up his life to accompany Junzi to follow him all the way to the 

outside of Guanlan, while still wondering who was so bold to come to Guanlan to block Wangye. 

 

   Hasn't that woman asked about Master Huang's temper outside? 

 

   Master Wang is notoriously disgusted with this kind of thing. Before when she was young, there 

was a woman who did not believe in evil and did similar operations, and it ended badly. 

 

  In the circle, any woman with a bit of a brain dare not touch Wangye Nilin again. Could it be that in 

the circle of celebrities in the past few years, there have been people who are not afraid of death? 

 

   Zhang Yang was still thinking this way in his heart, not realizing that this person had something to 

do with him. 

 

  * 

 

Outside. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan cut off Qin Si's phone, then stopped to look at the woman who blocked his way. 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing came prepared, dressed extremely seriously, wearing a small fragrant style tweed 

skirt, light blue earrings, delicate and sweet makeup. 

 

  In order to dilute the dark circles under the eyes. 

 

  Before she went out, she put on two extra layers of powder to make herself look more energetic. 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4419 He still wants to take pictures and sue 



 

   "Young Master Ye, I'm Qiao Ruoqing." Seeing that the condescending man didn't respond, she 

lowered her eyes slightly, and introduced herself shyly. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan suppressed the impatience in his eyes: "Get out of the way." 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing has been in the entertainment industry since she was surrounded by good suitors. 

She rarely encounters this kind of cold reception. She bit her lips helplessly, took a deep breath, forced a 

smile on her face, and introduced herself in another way. 

 

   "Qiao Nian is my cousin." 

 

   "Are you her boyfriend?" 

 

  Her apricot eyes were full of affection, and she glanced lightly at Ye Wangchuan's face, her cheeks 

flushed, her eyebrows frowning with love, and her thoughts were written on her face. 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing even thoughtfully raised her hand and brushed her hair, so as to reveal the wound on 

her wrist so that Ye Wangchuan could find it. 

 

   "I offended my cousin because of a trivial matter, and I have already admitted my mistake to her, 

but my cousin still refuses to forgive me." 

 

   "So I found Young Master Ye, and I want you to help me beg my cousin, please let me go." 

 

   What she said was charming, her apricot eyes shone with tears. 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing raised her hand to wipe away the tears that didn't exist in the corners of her eyes. 

Standing there, her pitiful posture was enough to impress any protective man. 

 

   It was as if Qiao Nian was such a vicious and heartless woman. 



 

   And how weak and helpless she is. 

 

   "Young Master Ye." 

 

  While wiping the tears from the corners of her eyes, Qiao Ruoqing aimed her shy eyes at the man in 

front of her. 

 

  She knew that Qiao Nian was looking for a powerful boyfriend with an unusual family background. 

 

  But the elders in the family never said that apart from being rich, this man is also so good looking, 

10,000 times better than any man she has ever seen before. 

 

  Even Young Master Zhang can't match a finger of the man in front of him. 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing is young, her temperament is already impetuous, and seeing such an outstanding Ye 

Wangchuan, it is inevitable that her mind will be fluttering. 

 

  If she hadn't been pretending to be pitiful at this moment, she wanted to scream excitedly, wishing 

she could grab this wealthy son-in-law immediately and **** him from Qiao Nian. 

 

  How could Qiao Nian's distasteful personality be worthy of this kind of man? 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing thinks that only a woman like herself who knows how to handle men's thoughts is 

more suitable. 

 

   "Young Master Ye, please." 

 

   "Brother-in-law." 

 



  Qiao Ruoqing's eyes flickered, and she wanted to reach out to get closer, but she didn't care about 

her skin and called brother-in-law again. 

 

  … 

 

  At this moment, Qin Si and Zhang Yang, who were ten meters away from the two of them, heard 

such explosive content as soon as they came out. 

 

   "Nest grass!" 

 

  Qin Si got goosebumps from Qiao Ruoqing's brother-in-law's abrupt cry, and rubbed his arms 

desperately with his hands, completely stunned. 

 

  He also gossiped with Zhang Yang beside him: "Where did this warrior come from? Did she hear her 

own voice before going out? It's too scary! I was so scared that the young master was shocked." 

 

   "Hehe, Young Master Qin." Zhang Yang couldn't laugh at all right now. 

 

  A pair of eyes fixed on the woman not far away, and the eyeballs almost popped out. 

 

   Zhang Yang forced a stiff smile to deal with Qin Si, but his heart was overwhelmed, wishing to rush 

forward and strangle Qiao Ruoqing to death. 

 

Qin Si was attracted by the men and women not far away. He didn't notice anything strange about him. 

He happily took out his mobile phone to take a picture, and murmured excitedly: "I'm going to send it to 

Sister Qiao. Just say that Master Wang recognized a younger sister for her." ~ Let's see how Master 

Wang will explain it later." 

 

  Zhang Yang whispered from the side: "It's not that Master Wang recognizes my sister." 

 

  Qin Si didn't listen at all, and adjusted the angle, intending to take a clearer photo, so that he could 

threaten Ye Wangchuan with the photo later. 



 

 

 

  Chapter 4420 Qin Si gave a thumbs up, you cow 

 

  Otherwise, he can be killed by the means of the master. 

 

   Just when he was watching the excitement and didn't think it was a big deal, he suddenly heard a 

low-alcohol and stern voice from the front: "What are you two still standing there for? Do you want to 

go sightseeing in Continent F?" 

 

   "Damn. Were you seen?" Qin Si didn't have time to take pictures, and didn't dare to take any more. 

He honestly hid his phone and walked out from the corner: "Hey, Mr. Wang." 

 

  Ye Fanchuan glanced at him lightly. 

 

  Qin Si smiled and winked at him: "There is a beautiful woman throwing herself into her arms early 

in the morning." 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing was startled. 

 

   Looking back, she first saw Qin Si, and then heard Qin Si's in-and-out ridicule. Immediately, her 

cheeks flushed and she was very shy. 

 

   "No, Young Master Ye is my brother-in-law. I have something to do with him...not what you think." 

 

  Where did someone interrupt here? 

 

  Qin Si frowned. 

 



   That's when he really noticed her. 

 

  When he saw clearly the heavy makeup on Qiao Ruoqing's face and the well-dressed outfit, he 

knew that this woman had come prepared today. 

 

   But Qin Si hasn't figured it out yet. 

 

  Based on her looks, where does she have the confidence to think that she can seduce Wang Ye with 

her beauty? 

 

   Didn't she ask what sister Qiao looked like before she came here? 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing saw that Qin Si's face turned cold instantly, and she stopped laughing and teasing. The 

temperament of the slutty young man on his body was a lot less, and on the contrary, he felt a sense of 

oppression from a superior. 

 

  She didn't know if she said something wrong, she immediately shrank her shoulders in fright, and 

opened her mouth a little uneasy: "Yes, I'm sorry." 

 

   "..." 

 

  Qin Si frowned fiercely again, being speechless by her sorry, he simply passed her and looked 

behind her. 

 

   "My Lord, who is this?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan ignored him, put his hands in his pockets, stood there elegantly and leisurely, looked 

at Zhang Yang who came out last, with a smile that seemed to be not a smile on the corner of his lips. 

 

"ask him." 

 



   Zhang Yang was suddenly named, and cold sweat came down his back. 

 

  Qin Si also looked back in confusion, looking at him: "Do you know this person?" 

 

  Zhang Yang was left speechless by the question, and opened his mouth, wanting to deny that he 

knew Qiao Ruoqing under the gaze of the two. 

 

  But he knew very well in his heart that since Young Master Ye had called him by name, it was really 

stupid for him to pretend to be stupid now. 

 

  Zhang Yang had no choice but to bite the bullet: "It's an artist under our company." 

 

   "?" 

 

   Zhang Yang saw Qin Si's face full of question marks, and his expression was extremely bitter: "It's 

the one I told you about in the box before." 

 

  Qin Si actually had a little bit of speculation, until this moment the guess was confirmed: "It's her?" 

 

  Qin Si turned to look at Qiao Ruoqing again. 

 

  The look in her eyes couldn't tell whether it was surprise or praise for her. 

 

  Does Qiao Ruoqing know how much trouble she has caused? 

 

  She didn't stay at home well, and even ran out to block the master, and even made such a show, 

what kind of brain circuit? 

 

  Qiao Ruoqing wouldn't think that people like them, who have never seen a beautiful woman around 

them, would be impressed by her dull looks that are only a little better than ordinary, fall in love at first 

sight, and then stage a plot in an idol drama? 



 

  Qin Si had seen many girls playing this game when he was studying. 

 

  After he grew up, there were far fewer women playing this trick around him. 

 

  Qin Si didn't expect to see this childish trick again in his lifetime, and he still watched the fun, 

watching people play this trick on Master Wang's head. 

 

   "Tsk!" Qin Si couldn't help giving her a thumbs up, and tsk: "You are awesome." 


